social spaces on the internet: social ( signals + media )
Outline

• Discussion of signals of self online (over time)
  • Student responses

• Examples of costs and interfaces

• Design project
3300 BC
>connect guest
Okay... guest is in use.
*** Connected ***

The Lego Closet
It's dark in here.
- Grouping around.
- Obvious exits:
- The E4L Garden
- The E4L Garden
- Coffee cups, m
- Obvious exits:
- to ETS Center L
- You see a napkin.
- Chair/Boards, and

>say hi
You say, "hi"
TELEMEDIA, NETWORKS AND SYSTEMS GROUP

Another tourist trap along the information superhighway.

The TNS research group is headed by David Tenenhouse at the MIT Laboratory for Computer Science. We study systems and strategy issues related to networks, distributed computing, media and telecommunications. In the past year the group has initiated new activities in: wireless networking, active networks and information appliances. Other TNS projects are studying: ATM-based gigabit networking; desk area networks (DAN's); and desktop multimedia.

Although the group designs and builds some of its own hardware, our overall goal is to push software into every nook, cranny, cell-phone, camera and packet we can lay our bits on.

Our five year mission: To boldly code where no code has gone before!

TNS Pages

- Active Networks
- Information Appliances Project
- SpectrumWare

http://www.tns.lcs.mit.edu/
Hi! Well, it looks like you've found my home page. Contained within are some links that I think are pretty neat, as well as some information on some of my eclectic interests. A member of the MIT Class of 1989, I finished my graduate studies in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at MIT in Cambridge, MA, in 1998. I live in Lexington and enjoy theater, music, photography, art, origami, cooking, hanging out, reading, playing the harp and talking news, business, events and politics. Oh, how could I forget - I LOVE chocolate! After the startup I was working for, NBX Corporation, was bought-out by 3Com, I moved over to Teradyne and then got spun out into Empirix. I am now working for BBN. I am active in the MIT Alumni Association, the MIT Enterprise Forum of Cambridge, and the MIT Club of Boston.

**Links I think are neat**: Travel, Food, Finance, W3C, WWW, People, Photos, Friends, Kids, Education, References, Web 2.0 Pages

My bookmarks - some fun stuff and information from around the Web.

## Bookmarks
- SmarTraveler - 128/I-95 - Route 2
- Boston Weather at WBZ - Pollen Count
- NOAA Discuss - NOAA 4-Panel Charts
- TV Guide Grids
- DVD Releases
- 

## Search
- Google
- IMDB Movie database browser
- Switchboard
- Businesses
- People
- Reverse Phone Directory
- Maps at Google
- Wikipedia

## MIT
- ANS
- smarTrans
- MIT Club of Boston Calendar
- 

## News
- CNN
- The Boston Globe
- The New York Times
- News.com
- Google News
- Lexington Minuteman
- 

## Shopping
- Tech Bargains
- DealCatcher
- Price Watch
- Amazon
- Best Buy
- Dell Deals
- 

## Space/Astronomy
- Astronomy Picture of the Day
- HST official page
- JPL/Mars Rover
- 

## Blogs
- Rocketboom
- Economist's View
- Robert Reich
- 

## Movies
- 21 - IMDB
- IMDB Movie database browser
- 

Some Friends
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- Derek Chiou - bookmarks
- The Darmofal Family
- Sam Druker
- Wilfredo Sánchez
- Wilfredo Sánchez at MIT
- Tim Sulzbach
- Sarah A. L. Tabler

Groves/HS

- Groves High School Alumni Page for '85
- Tim DeRonne
- Ben Sun

Work

- Bill Mack

Bell Labs

- Hercules Avramopoulos
Cliff Lampe: Has a new google voice number, and is now debating whether to actually use it or not...
3 minutes ago · Comment · Like

Grace Ko: is letting the kids shop shop til they drop @ the Lego Store @ Palsaded Center.
18 minutes ago · Comment · Like

John Maeda: Spoken to me by a #RISD grad, "Ornament is functional."
27 minutes ago · Comment · Like

danah boyd: RT @yardi "Tweet and exist, or cease and desist? Tweet or desist, or cease to exist? Next gen petty lawsuits."
27 minutes ago · Comment · Like

Beki Grinter: is a genius
31 minutes ago · Comment · Like

Frank Dellaert: Of course
42 seconds ago

Susan Herring: "Furious activity is no substitute for understanding." -- H. H. Williams
39 minutes ago · Comment · Like
Latest: Morning coffee by MsR. I'm quite in love with the machine down the hall. #fb about 1 hour ago

Home

zephoria Reality company sues tenant for tweeting that her apartment is moldy. http://bit.ly/MNnFd (tx @yardi)
3 minutes ago from web

yardi Hooray!! RT @jennthom: Checking out the Dept. of Twitter Studies for a bit so that @eegilbert will make me a coffee. Then over to IBM
15 minutes ago from twirl

jennthom Checking out the Dept. of Twitter Studies for a bit so that @eegilbert will make me a coffee. Then over to IBM for a few.
17 minutes ago from Tweetie

freakonics Who's Ready for a Fat Tax?: From a Wall Street Journal article by Betsy McKay come these tantalizing facts (emph.. http://bit.ly/R0r8k
40 minutes ago from twitterfeed

blurky RT: Ideas by @zephoria & @blurky as a blog post: "Would the real social network please stand up?" http://bit.ly/11b9qK
about 1 hour ago from TweetDeck

freakonics You Have Three Sentences: During a visit last year to the London School of Economics, the Queen of England asked.. http://bit.ly/2BAXzz
about 1 hour ago from twitterfeed

kmakice It's a go project.
about 1 hour ago from Tweetie

zephoria @barrywellman None of our notes on this should be remotely surprising to you, but dear me oh my I'm tired of the confusion.
about 1 hour ago from web in reply to barrywellman

inhasnes I dislike the first day after changing your password. Its always so complicated.
about 1 hour ago from web
Tweets

@jenzolbeck
Your "next" (or current) social network. "Don't ever worry about not sharing again." getpsum.com

@McAndrew
We've flipped the switch! Check out the new, improved @instapaper on the web: bit.ly/16gvLXx Coming soon: new mobile apps & more.

@ProfDauber
The Comedy Lineup Expands on Netflix dvr.it/3i3kRh

@hrnaingold
In 1989, when Burning Man was still at Baker Beach, I put it on the back cover of Whole Earth Review

@haydenthr
I finally found an article on climate change that was measured yet serious and didn't give me an anxiety attack. Thanks @NatGeo

@BayBridgeinto
All quiet at the BayBridge toll plaza. The bridge is officially closed.

pic.twitter.com/Wtrw99w157

Retweeted by Michael B. Johnson

View photo
The Post Office
Pickup Window

Hello, may I help you?
You have a post card waiting for you?
Yes? You have the claim number with you I hope.
Okay, what is it?
No, don’t tell me. Fill out the form below. Then press the Submit Claim button.
And be patient. I’ve got a lot of piles of mail to look through, you know.

[Submit Claim]

Date: Thu, 13 Apr 1995 14:20:01 -0400
From: cardmaster@postcards.www.media.mit.edu
To:
Reply-To:
Subject: Greetings from Cyberspace

There is postcard waiting for you in the Post(card) Office.
You may claim it at the Pickup Window, which is located at
http://postcards.www.media.mit.edu/Postcards/
Your claim number is: 170227
Please have this number available when you claim your postcard.

Thank you,
The Postmaster

Messages left unclaimed after 2 weeks may be discarded.
Collabio
Design Project for Next Thursday

Choice between -
1) Redesigning a dating site experience
2) Designing the resume of the 22nd century

Think about costs to sender and receiver
Look at the quality of the tags/labels, reliability of the tags/labels
How important is reliability to the task at hand? Does it get in the way of the goal?

Define a purpose for your “experience” and design an interface for it.

Questions ?
Group Awareness

• “I could get a visual grasp of argument/conversation successes (i.e. winning others over).”

• “[I would] check if others were agreeing with the point presented, not necessarily by me.”
Conversation Clusters
Customer Reviews

Most Helpful Customer Reviews
135 of 149 people found the following review helpful:

by Victor Rashed, "Win" (Park City)

This review is from: The Dark Knight (Two-Disc Special Edition + Booklet) (DVD)

What has been said about the Dark Knight cannot be elaborated on -- as I write. The film is molding its way into my #1 favorite comic movie adaptation of all time.

The reason for my review is in hopes of saving you some money. This double disc Special Edition doesn't deliver the price you pay for it. There isn't even deleted scenes!!! I would save your very hard earned dollars and buy the single disc version and wait for the inevitable ULTIMATE re-release that will come later on down the road.

But nonetheless, a great film - you will not be disappointed; I just wish the studio would have given a better Special Edition release than what we have here. So enjoy!

400 of 473 people found the following review helpful:

Christopher Nolan has a vision. And whether you agree with it or not, he undeniably completes it in "The Dark Knight" -- a vicious, engrossing, overwhelming intelligent event film that re-defines 'comic-book-flick'. In Nolan's grim, dark depiction of Gotham-City (the crime-ridden hell protected by legendary superheroes Batman), the director strives to make everything real (something he began in the well-received "Batman Begins"). He makes it plausible, possible. And yet there's more to it: just as 'Begins' was a dissertation of myth, the nature of symbols and heroes, 'Knight' is the escalation of that notion. It's a biblical confrontation of 'good-and-evil', yet as 'good-and-evil' really exist: a conflict of ideals, something that can't be purely-defined but that is relative to a viewpoint. In Nolan's world, the line of utopia and horror isn't crossed...it's non-existent. The bad-guys don't see themselves as bad-guys, and as such something as unerringly-real comes across it might fly past some people's minds (no insult to anybody, it's just common that people don't look deep into 'popcorn-flicks'); the battle is a complete ambiguity.
After purchasing 3 other coffee makers, this coffee maker is charming! This coffee maker makes great-tasting coffee...
Cuisinart DCC-1200 12-Cup Brew Central Coffeemaker

Other: Cuisinart products

List Price: $44.00
Price: $79.00
You Save:

Color: Black/Stainless
- Black Chrome
- Brushed Stainless Steel

In Stock.
Ships from and sold by Ace Photo Digital.

15 more buying choices
THE MODEL

structure & performance

- STRUCTURE: mutual strength, interest overlap, common groups
  - MUTUAL STRENGTH: 4.5%
  - INTEREST OVERLAP: 4.8%
  - COMMON GROUPS: 7.9%

- EMO. SUPPORT: inbox pos words, wall pos words
  - Inbox Pos Words: 13.8%
  - Wall Pos Words: 16.5%

- SERVICES: links shared, apps shared
  - Links Shared: 19.7%
  - Apps Shared: 32.8%

- SOCIAL DISTANCE: educational diff, political diff, occupational diff
  - Educational Diff: 13.8%
  - Political Diff: 16.5%

- DURATION: first comm, duration
  - First Comm: 4.5%
  - Duration: 16.5%

- INTENSITY: wall words, outbound posts, thread depth
  - Wall Words: 13.8%
  - Outbound Posts: 16.5%
  - Thread Depth: 32.8%

- INTIMACY: last comm, num friends, intimacy words
  - Last Comm: 4.5%
  - Num Friends: 16.5%
  - Intimacy Words: 32.8%

TIE STRENGTH
- Adj. $R^2 = 0.534$
- MAE = 0.0994